
Motion #20, below, was carried Unopposed and the resolution now BECOMES LNP POLICY: 

That this Convention of the LNP requests the Australian Government instruct its 

representatives attending the UN FCCC COP21 Meeting in Paris from 30 November to 12 

December 2015 that they must not agree to or sign any binding agreement that 

jeopardizes Australian National Sovereignty. 

 

NOTE ON 2015 LNP STATE CONVENTION MOTION                                                          
RELATING TO UNFCCC COP 21  RESOLUTIONS  

The following is the 3 minute, maximum, presentation to the 2015 LNP State Convention on 11 July 2015 

supporting Motion #20 (below) submitted from Noosa SEC, below, as its Proposer (John Smeed)  

Mr. President, Time does not permit a detailed explanation of the immense dangers awaiting Australia at 

the United Nations meeting in Paris in December and I hope that the following points will be sufficient to 

gain your support for this motion. 

 These resolutions present a classic Trojan Horse that has been accurately described as “Socialism 

masquerading as Environmentalism” For such an important matter, it should firstly be appreciated that 

there is not a single piece of empirical, scientific evidence to justify the proposed UN action. 

 The origin, intent and character of these resolutions are the twenty first refinement of the original three 

very cleverly and carefully authored documents that were named the Rio Declaration.  

The aim is to introduce a permanent, legally binding agreement that achieves Redistribution of Western 

Wealth and the establishment of Global Governance – interpreted and enforced by undemocratically 

appointed, faceless UN Bureaucrats. Quite sinister is the fact that different from earlier agreements, these 

resolutions provide no rights for a country to secede from this agreement 

You may be surprised by the identity of the original authors. The principal author was the infamous Socialist 

founder and chair of the UNEP, Maurice Strong - supported and assisted by former President of the Soviet 

Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, plus the author and Pravda editor Ivan Frolov. Could you believe or support any 

argument from that group? But this is what is being sought. 

We believe that if we supported these UN resolutions and they were carried, Australia would then be 

confronted with the greatest threat to its long term Freedoms and National Sovereignty since World War II. 

, so surely common sense demands that  Australia reject these UN resolutions and hence seek your support 

of this motion which attempts to convey the concerns and wishes of Grassroots LNP Members to the 

Federal Government. 


